
EXCELSIOR HIGH SCHOOL 

DRAMA DEPT 

STANDARDIZED ASSIGNMNTS 

 

Grade 7:  

Assignment #1 Individually students will research the origin of Theatre, highlighting its 

transition from Greek culture to Roman Culture and how it ended up in the Caribbean. Research 

must include details such as: 

1) A brief timeline of theater and how it has travelled and preserved  

2) How theater impacted the Caribbean and its significance in schools today.  

Assignment #2 in groups of two, stdunets will create a handshake that will reflect either non 

formal or formal Greetings, the presentation must be done without the use of words but should 

be easily replicated by the class         

  

Assignment #3 create a short improvisational piece depicting a known story (preferably 

mythology) and retell it to the class. Activity must include the proper use of  

1) Costume  

2) Setting  

3) Time and Place  

4) Props  

Assignment 4 Create a movement sequence using mirroring. This exercise must be done in 

groups of two. The respective groups will create a sequence lasting no longer that 4 minutes and 

must be properly rehearsed and executed.  

 

Assignment 5 Students will research the concept of trust, this research should provide 

information about trust including definition and how effective and useful it is in the drama 

classroom, students will then volunteer two trust exercises which they will teach to the class 

which will be evaluated to see if it worked. This research should produce: 

1) Definition of trust  

2) Examples of what trust exercises  

3) Importance of trust ion the drama classroom.  

 

Rubric 

Creativity 10 



Content 10 

Organization 5 

Use of Drama language 5           
             
             
 Grade 9 

 

Assignment #1 In groups of threes, students must create a storyboard visualizing an original story, the 

storyboard must also include details about the elements if a story, Presentation must also include the use 

of sound and lighting where necessary  

Assignment #2 Using Ms. Lou’s New Schooler, create a one-man scene and perform the piece to your 

liking the performance should utilize string characterization, and the different elements must be present 

throughout within the piece.  

Assignment #3 Create a short story with only one character, this story must be in written form, The 

students must use Excelsior playing field as the setting and the plots must be centered around it, Within 

the plot create two or more subplots that will drive the drama of the piece.  

Assignment #4 individually each student must create a drama Glossary, this glossary will contain drama 

terms that will aid in understanding the drama language. The book must be  

1) Creatively decorated  

2) Neatly put together  

 

Assignment #5 Students will be grouped, and, in that group, they will be given a script., The students have 

the space and the use of costumes sound and propose as their advantage to bring a prescribe ed scene to 

life. [performance must be no longer than 5 minutes and must include  

1) strong and believable characterization  



2) Clarity and diction  

3) Evidence of research done that aided the process positively  

Rubric  

Organization 10 

Creativity 5 

Content 10 

Collaborative efforts (only for collaborative works 5) 

Use of Drama Elements  5         
             
             
             
             
             
     


